2008 buick enclave amplifier

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The purpose of the amplifier is to increase the power of a voltage or current signal.
The output signal of an audio amplifier may consist of the same frequencies as the input signal
or it may consist of only a portion of the frequencies, as in the case of a subwoofer or midrange
speaker. The audio amplifier amplifies the signal and sends it to the appropriate speakers. The
audio being played on the system is produced by a varying AC voltage that is centered around
the DC bias voltage on the same circuit. The AC voltage is what causes the speaker cone to
move and produce sound. Both the DC bias voltage and the AC voltage signals are needed for
the audio system to properly produce sound. These original equipment audio amplifiers have
been manufactured to fit your GM vehicle, providing the same performance, durability, and
service life you expect from General Motors. Skip to main content. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 9 hrs and 56 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. GM Genuine Parts Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered from day one. Malfunctions
covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart
Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have
any recommendations at this time. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Visit the
ACDelco Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Sold by Won Lane and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Sold by
KeylessOption and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought
this item also bought. USB 3. Planet Audio AC Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and documents
Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. My Buick Enclave Bose radio went out and was
making awful loud noises any time the door chime or turn signal would supposed to be making
their noises that run through the amplifier. I searched YouTube and found some videos on how
to do it myself. This was the exact part number replacement for my unit and after about hours of
labor to remove and install the new one, this one works perfectly. Tip: purchase a ratcheting
gimbal socket wrench to get out the top bolt. Warning: You will scratch up your arms doing this
procedure and swearing will likely also take place. Bought for my garbage Buick Enclave.
Everything has gone wrong with this SUV, some things like transmission 2x. This had been
causing the occassional problem but made it work for 2 years. It finally exploded. A real
nightmare to replace unless you have really small hands. Reaching up under the driver side
dash board, getting to the 3 bolts, then having to unplug 3 harnesses. Then the reverse was
even more enjoyable. Fairly difficult and time consuming if you've never replaced one of these
which is probably everyone reading these reviews. Just have a look around at some of the
forums that discuss replacement of this amp to get an idea. It can be done by the average DYI'r,
just be patient and take your time. Worked as original. Very difficult to remove the damaged part
given location of 3rd screw, but can be done. Corrects the problem of no audio from
entertainment system and no turn signal sound. Had no idea than Amazon would carry
something like this I'm delighted with the price and it was definitely a brand new piece that took
care of my problem. One person found this helpful. This was purchased for a Buick. The
Customer Service was Great!! I recommend this Company. Thank You. It works, the dealer
replaced it so I don't know how easy it was to install. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Report abuse. This Amp was difficult to install, AND If you have the time, are a bit
handy, and have a small left arm, you can to this installation. Can be very hard and time
consuming to instal but still do-able. Works great and priced much cheaper than dealer list. Be
warned - this is not an easy task BUT it is doable. The amp is in a very awkward spot in the car.
Exact replacement for Enclave at half the price from dealer. Works perfect. Pages with related

products. See and discover other items: car audio equipment , gm radio , amplifiers for
speakers , Best Rated in Car Multichannel Amplifiers , Best Rated in Car Audio Amplifiers , radio
equipment. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. VM Express. Speece, Inc. Currently, item can be
shipped only within the U. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn
More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. However, just like any other vehicle on the market, this versatile SUV
does have its weak points. Based on reports from consumers, here are the most common
problems with the Enclave that you should be aware of. Windows down, music up on the
endless road. We went paddle boarding in the city, rode horses in the countryside, danced on
rooftops, wore cowgirl boots in Luckenbach and laughed until we cried. The top complaint
among Buick Enclave owners is transmission problems. According to Car Complaints, Enclave
owners report this issue around an average of 91, miles. After that year, it appears that Buick
made some changes because it became less of an issue in and newer models, though it is still
reported as an occasional problem. Some transmission problems can be fixed with a simple
repair, but other issues will need to have the whole transmission replaced, which can be rather
expensive. Another common problem with the Enclave is a stretched timing chain. All timing
chains will eventually wear and need replacing, but this normally occurs between , and , miles.
With the Enclave, consumers have reported a stretched timing chain as early as 40, miles. When
the timing becomes thrown off because of a stretched timing chain, a check engine light should
appear on the dash once the sensors realize the problem. Other signs to watch out for include a
rattling or vibration sound when the engine is running, the engine misfiring, or metal shavings
found in the oil. Although it may just need a new chain slipped into place, the repair cost can be
rather expensive because of the serious labor it requires to reach the chain, which could
include taking out the engine or transmission. If a stretched timing chain caused further
damage to the engine, this could substantially increase the repair cost as well. Bad news is time
flies. BuickEnclave Avenir. Intermittent power steering failure is another common problem with
the Buick Enclave. Luckily, this one is usually easy to notice and diagnose because the steering
wheel will become hard to turn while driving. Earlier models of the Enclave seem to have the
most power steering problems, with the through models having the highest number of reported
complaints. The most common and serious problems with the Enclave seem to occur mostly
with the older models. As Buick learned what to improve, the later models became better quality
vehicles. View this post on Instagram. Find the Buick stereo wiring diagram you need to install
your car stereo and save time. Scroll down and find the Buick wire guide you need. Every Buick
stereo wiring diagram contains information from other Buick owners. I need a wiring diagram
for a buick rendezvous. If it matters i have a jvc cd player! Thanks :. Jayson, as much as we
would like to help you, most of the car radio wire information listed on our website is provided
by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Buick Lucerne stereo but
hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to post a
reply and help you out. I need a wiring diagram and wiring schematics for a Buick lucerne
factory car stereo. Id really appreciate ur help. Debra, most door panel removals can be done
with a Phillips screwdriver and door trim removal tools. Just look for screws at the edge of the
door panel, near the door handle or inside the door pull. Once you remove all the screws or
plastic tabs, you should be able to use the door trim removal tools to pull the door panel off
with ease. Hope this helps. Good luck with your Buick Century door panel removal and speaker
installation. Larry, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Buick Lucerne stereo but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable
Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. Looking for wiring diagram
for Buick Lucerne. Specifically how the component front speakers are wired. Thank you! Please
help and thank you. Suspect hack job, need diagram to track down problem. Adam, use the dark
green wire located at the PCM module. That is the Speed Sense wire for your Buick
Rendezvous. The PCM module is located inside the air cleaner assembly. Good luck. This is for
a Rendezvous. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Buick Radio Stereo
Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be

published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. When installing this unit in a vehicle without
an ACC accessory position on the ignition switch, failure to connect the red cable to the
terminal that detects operation of the ignition key may result in battery drain. Use this unit with
a volt battery and negative grounding only. Failure to do so may result in a fire or malfunction.
To prevent a short-circuit, overheating or malfunction, be sure to follow the directions below.
Wrap adhesive tape around wiring that comes into contact with metal parts to protect the
wiring. The current capacity of the cable is limited. If the vehicle is equipped with a glass
antenna, connect it to the antenna booster power supply terminal. Also, never connect it to the
power terminal of the auto antenna. Doing so may result in battery drain or a malfunction. Buick
stereo wiring connector. Buick Lesabre Delco radio wiring connector. Permanente A6 Ilum.
Standing A6 Ilum. C6 Amp. C7 Telephone input. C8 Display remote clock. BUICK Car Radio
Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema
de conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker
pinout connectors power how to install. Car stereo wiring diagrams car radio wiring car radio
wiring colors car radio wire car radio connections wiring diagram car radio wire colours. BUICK
auto radio wiring diagrams install car radio. How to install car radio autoradio wiring harness
stereo installation. How to install car radio wires. Car radio install car wiring diagrams wiring
harness pinout connector diagram. Car stereo radio wiring diagram. How to wire a car radio
wiring diagram for car stereo. Car stereo wiring diagram radio installation head unit. Car radio
wire colors car audio wiring free radio wiring diagrams. Radio diagram wiring car radio car radio
wiring diagrams. Free car radio wires stock diagram. Car radio wiring colour codes car radio
speakers. Free Download. Circuit Diagram. Car Stereo Wiring. Car Manuals. Service Manual.
This worked!! Super fast delivery! The speakers started popping loudly and volume became
uncontrollable then finally went out all together. Replacing the Amp fixed all of that. Took about
an hour and a half. Mounting screws were very difficult to remove. Need 7mm socket and 7mm
wrench. I am not a car guy at all and I was able to do this. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Accessory Power Receptacle Connector. Air Bag Indicator Lamp Connector. Air
Bag Passenger Sensor Connector. Air Bag Sensor Connector. Ambient Air Temperature Sensor
Clip. Ambient Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Ambient Light Sensor. Ambient Light Sensor
Connector. Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Amplifier. Antenna Cable. Anti-Theft Control
Module. Auto Trans Indicator Light Bulb. Back Glass Washer Pump. Back Glass Wiper Motor.
Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Battery Cable. Battery Current Sensor. Battery Current
Sensor Connector. Battery Vent Tube. Body Harness Connector. Brake Light Bulb. Bulb Socket.
Cargo Area Light Connector. Cigarette Lighter. Cigarette Lighter Bezel. Cigarette Lighter Socket
Connector. Clock Connector. Communication Interface Module Connector. Console Harness
Connector. Control Unit. Courtesy Light Connector. Cruise Control Switch. Data Link Resistor.
Daytime Running Lamp Socket. Daytime Running Light. Daytime Running Light Bracket.
Daytime Running Light Bulb. Daytime Running Light Relay. Daytime Running Light Set. Dome
Lamp Connector. Dome Light Bulb. Door Lock Actuator Connector. Door Lock Module
Connector. Door Lock and Window Switch. Door Remote Mirror Switch. Door Window Switch
Connector. Driver Information Display Switch Connector. Engine Wiring Harness Connector.
Fader Control Switch. Floor Console Harness Connector. Fog Lamp Socket. Fog Light. Fog
Light Bulb. Fog Light Connector. Fog Light Cover. Fog Light Set. Fog Light Switch. Forward
Lamp Harness Connector. Glove Box Lamp Connector. Glove Box Light Bulb. Glove Box Switch
Connector. Hazard Flasher Switch. Hazard Warning Switch Connector. Headlamp Socket.
Headlight Assembly. Headlight Assembly Set. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Connector. Headlight
Dimmer Switch. Headlight Switch. Heads Up Display Module Connector. Heated Seat Module
Connector. Hood Ajar Indicator Switch Connector. Horn Relay. Ignition Relay. Instrument Panel
Connector. Instrument Panel Courtesy Light Bulb. Interior Dome Light. Interior Rear View Mirror
Connector. Keyless Remote Case. License Lamp Connector. License Light Bulb. Liftgate Ajar
Indicator Switch. Liftgate Close Switch. Liftgate Control Module. Liftgate Harness Connector.
Liftgate Lock Actuator Connector. Liftgate Release Switch. Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor
Connector. Map Light Bulb. Mobile Phone Microphone Connector. Multi Purpose Wire
Connector. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pressure Switch Connector. Parking Aid Sensor. Parking
Aid Sensor Connector. Parking Aid Sensor Set. Parking Distance Sensor. Parking Light Bulb.
Parking Light Bulb Socket. Parking Light Connector. Parking Light Relay. Power Distributor
Block Connector. Power Mirror Switch Connector. Power Seat Control Module Connector.
Power Seat Harness Connector. Power Seat Switch. Power Seat Switch Connector. Power
Supply Module. Power Window Motor Connector. Powertrain Control Module Relay. Radio
Antenna. Radio Antenna Base. Radio Antenna Cable. Radio Module Interface. Radio Power
Connector. Radio Rear Audio Control Connector. Radio Wire Harness. Rear Window Defogger
Connector. Rear Window Wiper Motor Connector. Rear Window Wiper Relay. Reflector

Assembly. Reservoir Level Sensor. Seat Lumbar Motor Connector. Seat Lumbar Switch. Seat
Lumbar Switch Connector. Seat Memory Module Connector. Seat Memory Switch Connector.
Seat Switch. Side Air Bag Sensor Connector. Side Marker Light Bulb. Speaker Adapter. Speaker
Box. Speaker Connector. Speedometer Sensor. Speedometer Transmitter. Stability Control
Steering Angle Sensor. Starter Relay. Starter Solenoid Connector. Steering Column Connector.
Steering Wheel Audio Control Switch. Stop Light Switch. Sun Load Temperature Sensor
Connector. Sunroof Shade Motor. Sunroof Switch Connector. Supplemental Trailer Cable Wiring
Harness. Tail Light Assembly. Tail Light Assembly Set. Tail Light Bulb. Tail Light Connector.
Tail Light Harness. Tailgate Pull Down Motor. Tailgate Release Switch. Tire Pressure Monitoring
Sensor. Trailer Brake Control. Trailer Brake Control Harness. Trailer Connector Kit. Trailer Hitch
Plug. Trailer Marker Light Switch Relay. Trailer Tow Harness. Trailer Tow Harness Connector.
Trailer Turn Signal Relay. Trailer Wiring Harness. Trailer Wiring Harness Connector. Trunk Lid
Release Relay. Turbo Boost Sender. Turn Signal Assembly. Turn Signal Light. Turn Signal Light
Bulb. Turn Signal Switch. Vanity Mirror Connector. Vanity Mirror Light Bulb. Variable Power
Steering Solenoid Connector. Washer Fluid Level Sensor Connector. Washer Pump. Washer
Pump Relay. Washer Reservoir. Window Switch. Window Washer Pump Motor Connector.
Windshield Washer Check Valve. Windshield Washer Relay. Windshield Washer Tank.
Windshield Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper Motor. Windshield Wiper Motor Connector. Wiper
Blade. Wiper Blade Set. Wiper Switch. Xenon Lighting Ballast. Air Intake. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Shop By Vehicle. AC Delco Audio
Amplifier. Click to Enlarge. AC Delco December 23rd, Posted by 08 Buick Enclave Amplifier.
Catalog: B. Vehicle Buick Enclave. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! We took in to the dealer in June of this year and they said that they
changed out the radio but it still happens. It seems that it happens when it is hot out and after
you run the car for about 30 minutes. We again took it to the Buick dealer and they are stating
that since they have not heard the popping that they cannot do anything about it. I asked the
Manager to reach out to GM and see if there is some issue but he refused to do so since he
could not make it happen. I guess that since they have not heard it that it doesn't exist They still
have the car and we have their loaner. I expect them to fix it. Anyone else heard of a load
popping noise? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September edited
November in Buick. I have a Enclave purchased in Aug, The audio features have stopped
working numerous times. Nothing works, no onstar, no blue tooth, no radio, not even the noise
for the turn signals. Had it in for service 4 times and they said they have a program issue. Just
today I had a battery saving message and the heated and cooled seats not working. Anyone
else having a problem. GM says Im the only one. September Hello Achomes, I apologize that
you are experiencing a concern with your vehicle. Do you currently have a case with GM? If so
what is the case number? Thanks for your concern, my case 71 As of today my dealer has said
GM has given the permission to replace the radio. The radio should be installed tomorrow,
tuesday the 21st. Hopefully this corrects the problem. One more concern is your case 's.
Wouldn't it be so much easier and wiser to use someone's phone number as the case number.
That number is unique and so much easier to keep track of for you customer. Just food for
thought! Hope the new radio solves the problem! Hello Achomes, Keep me posted on how the
repairs go. But, I will pass that suggestion along for you. The dealer changed out my radio on
tuesday, it seems to be ok. I did notice that the radio seems to have some different features
working that may have not been working before. Their service rep, Craig Carpenter is a
professional and took charge of my problem. Hello Achomes, I am glad it did work out well for
you. If anything arises in the future we are always here to help. Have a wonderful day!
November I have the same exact problem on my Buick Enclave. It appears that I will need to
contact my buick dealership as well! Christina GM Customer Service. May The left front speaker
cuts out intermittenly. This speaker also controls voice command for nav. Dealer replaced
speaker. Worked ok until I went over a couple of bumps and then cut out again. Something must
be loose in system. Any suggestions. Please keep us posted when the issue has been taken
care of. I have just been informed by my dealer that my radio blew up and needs to be replaced
on my Enclave. No radio, onstar or phone is working. Have never had to replace a radio before
on any vehicle that I have ever owned. Has anyone else had this type of problem with teh
Enclave? June I have had the same problem and thought I was crazy. My Colt Vista held up
better than the Enclave. My radio works when it wants to. O recently took it in for AC issues and
the radio is working fine. My car is out of warranty and I never got it replaced. I am really at my
ends over all this because all the issues I have and had seemed to be the same ad everyone
else's. Im filing a complaint immediately. I hope they make better cars now because my kids will

never become a GM customer if they haven't fixed issues. August I have a and my cooling seats
do not work. October Can anyone tell me if they have had a similar issue and if so, what did you
do! About three days ago our audio stopped working in our Enclave. No sound at all; bluetooth,
radio, NAV, turn signals It is only the sound. Has anyone experienced this issue? What did you
need to do? Also the rear seat controls work intermitantly - can't figure out when and why the
stop and start. Anyone have this one as well??? We bought the Buick used. I'm not impressed
with the level of quality on this vehicle. This is the first major issue with a lot of smaller things seals, leaks, NVH issues on the brakes and steering. POOR workmanship and quality top to
bottom! If you have any questions or would like Customer Assistance, please email Christina. Is
there a known problem? While driving today, I suddenly experienced a very loud static-like
noise coming from my speakers that continued when I turned the radio off and worsened when I
used the turn signals and brake. The noise continued after parking the vehicle and removing the
keys and then the sound system was completely out and is now not working at all. Please help
me with any knowledge you may have so I may get the audio repaired. Have you spoke with
your dealer of choice regarding your concerns? If not, I would definitely recommend doing so.
Can you please email me directly with your VIN, current mileage, and dealer of choice? Please
include your complete contact information. I look forward to your response. Thank you for your
reply. I do have a case number now. It's I was working with someone on contacting a dealership
in my area but it seems I am not receiving the same attention anymore. At this point any info or
direction you can provide is appreciated. I am scared to have my children in the vehicle with me
because the noise has continued for unknown reasons in short bursts. It is sudden and startling
and can contribute to an accident. I just reached 68K miles and the VIN should be under the
case number. On a trip 2 days later my family and I noticed a persistent high pitch sound
comming from the radio head unit. The noise literally gives me a headache every time I drive the
vehicle. I downloaded a free iPhone app called iAnalyzerLite which displays the fundamental 9.
You can amplitude modulate this at night with the light intensity adjustment which means it is a
problem with the switching frequency of the electroluminescent display balast. Some junior
electrical engineer or procurement bean counter is to blame for selecting switching
components having a circuit resonant frequency in the audible spectrum. The noise starts as
soon as the door is opened and will stay on for a period of time with removal of the key. It's on
all the time while the key in the ignition. With this said, my recent trip to a Buick service center
yielded a few more data points 1 GM has issued bulletin " PITA: High Pitch Sound From Radio
Display" which acknowledges the problem but issues a stop work on further repairs. Good
evening eemsu, I'm sorry to read about the concern you're having with a high-pitched sound
coming from your CD player. I see that you've already been in contact with our Customer
Assistance Center; were you issued a Service Request number when you called in? Thank you
for your patience! Sarah, GM Customer Service. I asked to go up the chain of authority but they
will not tranfer me out of the India call center. I simply want to speak to a domestic GM
corporate customer advocate to discuss the timeline for when this known problem is expected
to be resolved. All I get instead are crickets. How can it be that a corporation refuses to answer
the simple needs of its customers. I even emailed the Enclave product manager twice. No
response! Good evening eemsu, I can understand how frustrating this can be when you have a
concern with your vehicle and feel as though you are not getting answers. With a matter like
this, it is difficult to predict when a solution will be discovered in order to provide any kind of
time line. Good morning just4fun12, We're sorry to hear about the multiple concerns you've
encountered with your Enclave and would be happy to get a Service Request going so we can
look into it. We are planning to buy a Buick Enclave Premium group and wanted to get the dual
headrest entertainment system. One question is : can we route the audio from the dvd system
through the speakers or do we have to always use the wireless headphones? October edited
October My sound system on my Buick Enclave has been doing the same thing After several
episodes it has completely quit working. The radio goes on and you can change the station, but
their is no sound coming out of the speakers along with the sound for the turn signal. I opted
for the repair and am hoping for the best. I am shocked that this car would have such a
significant problem requiring potential replacement for being so relatively new. Please advise
me if there is any potential reimbursement from Buick for the well known problem. Thank you!
January I have a 98 Enclave also, had the same popping sound and radio went dead. Called GM
and they refused to help with such a known problem with their radios. Not a good customer
experience. Have you received any updated info on fixing this annoying problem? Mine and
other detailed experiences with this problem can be found through google search "gm high
pitch noise". I don't know the current status of the service bulletin below but you probably
should talk with your service center manager about PIT and check, hopefully the instruction to
service is no longer inaction. New radio installed today and sound is GONE!!!!! Mine is a model

and I also have this problem. Usually it works again if I park for awhile and restart the engine.
Other times it will come back on its own after awhile. It makes a loud clicking noise and then
everything comes back on. I have to reset the display clock after each incident. Dealership has
replaced radio and the entire instrument panel in the past two months December It was so
refreshing to read some of these posts. My dealer made me think I was going crazy. Didn't think
to Google "Enclave radio issues" until now I purchased a Enclave in May of this year. A couple
weeks later I had to bring it in because my radio wasn't sounding right. So they replaced the
amplifier. When picking it up from service, I started noticing a very annoying popping sound
and I thought it was bad tweets, so I brought it in again. It didn't do it all of the time, and it was
more noticeable with blue tooth than any other source. I was told it was a compatibility problem
with my phone carrier and the car. So I purchased an mp3 player, and I was still experiencing
issues! I brought it in again, and they kept it for three days, only to give it back to me and say
that they had not found any issues. Thinking it was just me, I went ahead and upgraded the
sound system. It sounds awesome now, but still the popping sound, and now, once in a while
it'll do a really loud pop as if it had blown up and it resets, dumps out the DVD, reboots I don't
think is fair that I wasn't helped and I'll potentially end up having to buy a new receiver when I
see that related issues have been reported in the past and it appears to be known. What is the
next level if service refuses to help me? We own a Enclave with K miles and this month have
experienced exactly the same problems indicated by tpp It was completely unbearable and
intolerable! Plus no audio features worked at this point. We just had them unhook the radio until
we can find a suitable resolution. I'm really disappointed in my GM product. Let's see what GM
says. Correction, it is a Enclave. February I have a Buick Enclave. The speakers were making
popping noises this morning and then the radio and blinker sounds have gone silent. They still
operate but have no sound coming from them. From reading these posts, this is apparently a
fairly common and known problem to GM for which they seem to not want to take any
responsibility. We have already replaced the transmission due to broken wave plates also a
known problem on other forums. My mechanic replaced it with a Ford wave plate and said I
should have no more problems. March I had the same problem in the summer with my Enclave.
Sounded like a Transformer was inside my car. Local mechanic sent me to a sound system
installer who diagnosed a broken amplifier. Not an easy job because it's located behind the
dash. Part is about 12" x 9". I have a Buick Enclave! I really love this car, but this last week, my
radio just had nothing but static. My husband said that maybe it was the antenna so we
swapped his dodge antenna out for mine. Although his radio wasn't perfect signal it worked. My
radio still did not work with his antenna. I remembered searching the Internet for enclave radio
problems and had seen a posted video where someone had pulled the plugs in doors and water
had ran out of the plugs. Although this did not fix their problem, I thought we should check
mine. Sure enough there was plenty of water in all 4 plugs. We drained them and tried the radio
again and guess what, it worked. I am guessing that eventually it probably would have shorted
everything out ruining the radio. I contacted the dealership to ask if this issue had ever been
brought up or if there was a recall on this and was told no. They said had never heard of the
issue. We opened the doors and unplugged all the plugs and left them hanging down to dry out
for a while. It seems to be working fine now. Makes me wonder how many people have paid for
new radios created by this issue? Does anyone have any clue how to fix this issue or should
there be recall on it? Also, I forgot to mention that the dealership recommended that I bring my
auto in to be checked out, but that since it was no longer under warranty that they would charge
me! This morning when I got in the car it was making a loud popping nouse from the speakers.
No audio is working of any kind just tge intermittent pipping which driving me insane. I drive for
a living please help resolve. Mileage is Need help asap. They note on the service ticket that
there is corrosion around the terminals of the amp. I paid their fee the first time. Today after
washing the car I noticed water leaking onto the floor boards on the driver side which explains
the corrosion seen on the amp. Is there a known problem or fix for this? I'm wondering if the
water is coming through the driver side door jamb??? Any comments would be greatly
appreciated. Then about 3mths ago we lost every sound in the car. Took to the dealer and
wanted to show him some of these problems that u all have talked about and he didmissed me
and them saying you can put anything on the net. So now what am i supposed to do. Try
opening up a case with Buick. Or find a better dealer. April Hi every one. I have a buick enclave
and the sound for everything stopped. I have check all the fuses and they are fine. Any ideas or
suggestions are welcome. Thank you. July Hi, I have a buick enclave which I bought one month
ago and I experience the same problem. No radio, no back up cam sound, no signal sound, no
sound at all. GM dealer said that new update of radio system would cost about dollars. Beside,
it rained during all the night and the upper light system started to drop water. I have seen for the
first
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time a vehicle is dropping inside water when it is raining. Furthermore, it was dropping on
navigation and other electronic systems while stopping and accelerating. I have recorded three
videos. As I am an Uber driver, tens of my riders have also witnessed this annoying experience.
It is frustrating to read all these comments and for there not to be a recall. We had a couple
major issues recently with our Enclave. Thankfully there was an extended warranty on the two
pieces that needed replacing. I was however disappointed that we had not received any
notification that our parts may need replacing. Now I'm having the same issue as everyone else
with the radio. We're passed the warranty period, and I have no desire to spend that kind of
money replacing a radio on a Buick. I'm not the type to take to social media and post negative
reviews, but I am seriously considering it. For as much money as we paid for this car, we have
had way too many issues with it. Sign In or Register to comment.

